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This verse reminds us of God’s ability to intervene in our lives and bring blessing. It 

presupposes that blessing may be withheld as well as given. It presupposes that blessing 

comes from God and that we are not in the grip of blind fate. It presupposes that we are not 

just the sum of our choices.    



The Lord’s blessing “maketh rich”. This statement contains a principle that has expressed 

itself in different ways at different times.  I have no doubt that at the time of writing Solomon 

considered material wealth to be a blessing from God (see vv. 15, 16).  Under the Abrahamic 

Covenant, the Mosaic Covenant, and Davidic Covenant God promised both material as well 

as spiritual prosperity as a sign of His favour. But God has never in any dispensation 

measured riches in purely material terms. In particular after Calvary, and in the dispensation 

of the Church the emphasis has moved away to spiritual blessings. The most spiritual man 

that ever lived, the Lord Jesus, was not materially wealthy.  The apostle Paul was not a 

wealthy man. The riches that count are spiritual.  Today God’s blessings are measured in 

salvation, forgiveness, and peace.  

The world also has its blessings.  But they come at a cost. It is astonishing how many of the 

stars of the world of entertainment acquire wealth and fame at huge personal cost. Their 

marriages fail, they fall into addictions of various sorts, their physical and mental health 

suffers. The same pattern is repeated across the world of business, sport and politics.  The 

world gives its blessing but adds sorrow.  

But when God blesses, He adds no sorrow.  

This was one of my father’s favourite verses. He often used to quote it in prayer at assembly 

gatherings when I was a boy. But when he quoted it, he said, “The blessing of the Lord, that 

maketh rich, and to which toil can add nothing”. I discovered in later years that he was not 

misquoting the verse. The margin of the Oxford Reference Bible says, “The blessing of the 

Lord, it maketh rich, and toil addeth nothing to it”.  Many scholars think this is the teaching 

of the verse. The point is that we cannot improve on God’s blessings. Toil can add nothing.  

Thought for the Day – although we live in a fallen world and there is much within us that 

causes grief, we enjoy God’s blessing. In the end of the day it is the only blessing that counts. 
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